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Crime
R e p o r t

Mosque’s imam stabbed

Fatal crash
A 49-year-old American man was instantly killed and a

35-year-old Pakistani national injured in a collision in Mina
Abdullah. Security sources said that the injured man was
medevacked to Adan Hospital for treatment. Separately, a
female citizen was severely injured when she was trapped
inside her wrecked vehicle in a collision along Fahaheel
Expressway. Security sources said that the woman was
rushed to Adan Hospital’s intensive care unit.

Pedestrian hurt
A search is on for an unidentified person who used

an air rifle to shoot at pedestrians in Salmiya and
injured an Egyptian in his forties. — Al-Rai and Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: Accusations towards expats for draining out
state resources and blaming them for demographic
imbalances has been increasing recently. It was even
suggested to ban providing medicines to expats at
public hospitals and clinics in order to achieve ‘social
justice for citizens.’ I have been wondering over the
past few days how this will achieve social justice for
the citizens. What do expats have to do with social
justice? Do citizens actually lose social justice because
of expats? 

Social justice means equality amongst various
social classes. Which means everyone should be treat-
ed equally without differentiating between wealthy
and poor, regardless of affiliations or nationalities.
When comparing citizens to expats in Kuwait, we find
a great deal of inequality in so many aspects. For
example, they both do not get the same wages, like in
many countries where productivity is more important
than nationality. Expats do not have access to so
many services like citizens such as accommodation,
education, health care and many others. 

Therefore, there is no way to compare them both,
and thus, raising the slogan of ‘social justice for citi-
zens’ is illogical and misused, which only make citi-
zens fake the feeling of  injustice and instigates
unnecessary provocative feelings. Though health
insurance is a good idea, most expats work for min-
istries and governmental institutions. How can we
then save anything from the budget if the govern-
ment keeps paying health insurance for its employ-
ees? In addition, some doctors said that the cost of
medical treatment in Kuwait is far more than that of
the medicine. Nevertheless, some people still insist
that banning medicine is the solution. 

Some expats might come up with foul practices
such as selling medicines or getting more than they
need. Yet, it is unacceptable to punish them all
because of the acts of a certain group. Why deprive a
truly sick person who has a limited wage and in need
of medicine from his/her simplest human rights?
Moreover, subsidized food items given to citizens are
smuggled to some expats for personal use or to sell.
Who would guarantee the same will not happen with
medicines? 

Reducing expat population this way will not be
useful and will not solve the true problem Kuwait is
facing. Simply speaking, if all expats leave, we will not
be able to cover all professions they currently occupy
because we lack practical experience in some fields
such as construction and others. In addition, some
professions are socially unacceptable and need time
to be accepted by the society. Moreover, claims that
expats are taking citizens’ jobs are also untrue
because if you review employment methods followed
in Kuwait, you will see that twice as much as needed
are employed in a department that only needs 10
employees. 

All countries hiring expatriates suffer from accom-
panying economic, social or other problems because
such employment has its pros and cons. However,
because of the government’s mismanagement, many
problems have come up and expats are being
blamed for them. 

German Chancellors Angela Merkel hosted many
Syrian refugees in the name of humanity despite of all
the problems that emerged in Germany including ter-
rorism. The difference between them and us is that
they accept both merits and demerits of their own
decisions, unlike us. We do not accept expat-caused
problems though expats had been brought to Kuwait
according to regulations and laws. We do not view
expats as partners in the construction process, we
rather view them as opportunists who have come to
take our wealth and then will run back to their home
countries. 

Accordingly, expats view citizens as racists who
consider expats as servants, not as human beings who
have rights and obligations. This eventually creates a
big disagreement, causing disturbed relationships
that might snowball into a crisis. 

One of the negative reflections of our views for
expats happened recently when an academic
addressing members of the National Union of
Kuwaiti Students in the United States made fun of
Egyptians and spoke about the state’s mismanage-
ment. He made his remarks before students who
should be qualified to build their own country
instead of filling their minds with political opposi-
tion’s ideas. So, this negative attitude of ordinary
people also affected academic figures who ought to
be wiser and more aware.

We are not against economic reform but only if it
is done without provocation and through complete
studies of pros and cons instead of using slogans
that will only make citizens feel some kind of imagi-
nary fake injustice because Kuwaitis are much hon-
ored and respected in their state. We need to reform
the labor market, fight visa traffickers and set mini-
mum wages so that expats will not feel oppressed
and overburdened with high cost of living. We also
need to deport marginal laborers. Only then will we
find the true solution of the problem instead of
resorting to temporary ones for the sake of getting
more electoral gains. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Expat-o-phobia
Al-Anbaa

By Saqr Al-Ghaylani 

Miserable theatrical approaches
have been dominating most local
issues and concerns, and the lat-

est was that of Al-Mubarakiya Market. This
issue came after a series of issues includ-
ing the citizenships, solving demographic
imbalances, amending article 79 of the
constitution and compelling each human
being in Kuwait to give a saliva specimen
to undergo DNA tests via a silly law. 

Yes, indeed, all  such issues were
staged, and were nothing more than the-
atrical acts made by decision-makers
proposing hollow projects that are fol-
lowed by public opinion reactions and
frightening people of such possible life-
threatening decisions; before other deci-
sion-makers interfere and defuse the
problem by annulling previous officials’
decisions and so on. Eventually, the plays
are concluded by expressing gratitude
and appreciation to whomever defused
the problem. This is absolutely the peak
of taking people and the public opinion
so lightly through creating fake heroism
and suggesting one-sided incomplete
topic for discussion, which does not
require any courage. 

The citizenship issue should be sub-
ject to the judiciary instead of exempting
the prime minister from accountability
because of a deal involving only three
withdrawn citizenships. The issue of
increasing fees requires a professional

study so that justice can be achieved and
state economy be protected in other
manners than the comic one followed in
Al-Mubarakiya Market. 

Solving demographic problems
require more due attention to Public
Authority for Applied Education and
Training (PAAET) programs and fighting
human traffickers instead of expelling
expatriates, etc. We have had enough of
such cheap scenarios. We have had
enough of creating fake heroism by prof-
iteers licking officials’ boots and extend-
ing ‘sincere gratitude and appreciation.’

Ironically, all this is happening at a
time when we do not have a true theatre
tackling socio-economic concerns; one
that will surely be subjected to censor-
ship, clipping and script mutilation. The
entire show might even be banned for
some reason. Liberties in Kuwait are
decreasing and we now have prisoners
of opinion. 

However, only politicians have the
right to impose their plays on us without
any sort of censorship or tickets. This is
probably happening because they have
a kind of immunity that the law does not
grant to true writers. However, the so
many acts of this silly play will never falsi-
fy people’s memory or derail them from
focusing on the major problem in my
beloved Kuwait; not applying the consti-
tution. —Translated by Kuwait Times

Uncensored plays
Al-Jaridaa

By Mudaffar Abdullah

KUWAIT: An Egyptian imam of an Um Al-Haiman mosque
was rushed to Adan Hospital after a young citizen stabbed
him in the shoulder in the area’s co-op parking, said Ahmadi
mosque manager Ahmed Al-Otaibi. He explained that the
imam was driving his car inside the co-op’s parking lot
when the young man approached from the wrong side of
the road and asked the imam to back off, which he was in
the process of doing when the young man stepped out of
his vehicle, angered by what he believed was a long time
taken by the imam to reverse, and stabbed him. A case was

Al-Jarida

Law

KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) cele-
brated Mother’s Day with its employees and
customers on March 21, 2017, spreading the
joy of this occasion across its branches with
delightful gestures. The bank welcomed staff
member with a box of chocolates as a token
of appreciation for their ongoing efforts, and
in recognition of the key role they play in
supporting their families. ABK female cus-
tomers were also recognized and were pre-
sented with fresh flowers upon entering any
of the Bank’s branches throughout the day. 

The bank also celebrated this occasion
with the elderly, as it sponsored the
Ministry of Social Affair ’s Mother’s Day
event, which was held at the elderly home.
The event aimed to spread joy among sen-
ior citizens in the midst of a fun ambiance
with live music and gifts, specially arranged
for this special day. ABK continuously seeks
opportunities that allows  the Bank  to

engage with its people and spread positivi-
ty in the surrounding communities in
which it operates.

ABK Celebrates Mother’s Day
with its Staff and Customers

Brutal assault
A 17-year-old citizen narrowly escaped death when five

others attacked him at a sport center in Sabahiya, breaking
his skull and stabbing him in the chest and back. Security
sources said that the assailants also injured a Somali man
who tried to help the victim, before they fled the scene.
The citizen was admitted to the intensive care unit while
the Somali man is being treated at Adan Hospital.
Eyewitnesses reported that the assaulted man told them
the assailants were his schoolmates. 

A citizen was arrested for impersonating a police detec-
tive and robbing an Asian woman in Salmiya. According to
the woman, the suspect and his Iranian accomplice
stopped her in a Salmiya street claiming to be police detec-
tives, then snatched her purse with KD 170 in it. The citizen
was identified and arrested, while the Iranian is still at large. 

Fake cop caught

Sheep thieves detained
A five-member gang was arrested in Jahra for steal-

ing sheep and reselling them, said security sources,
noting that investigations are underway to determine
the number of thefts the suspect had committed. 

Con artist arrested
A Syrian man wanted for multiple fraud cases filed by

citizens was arrested by Hawally detectives. The suspect
managed to lure the victims into starting a business with
him before he took their money and vanished. 

Fire
A fire broke out at Sulaibikhat police station deten-

tion, said security sources, noting that the blaze resulted
from a short circuit and a blanket caught fire. The flames
were extinguished and no casualties were reported. 


